
I Have A Friend Who Needs Me Like I Need Them

Friends MULTIPLY my VALUE
“Two are better than one, because they have a good return for their labour: if either of them falls down, one can help the 
other up. But pity anyone who falls and has no-one to help them up. Also, if two lie down together, they will keep warm. 
But how can one keep warm alone? Though one may be overpowered, two can defend themselves. A cord of three strands 
is not quickly broken.” Ecclesiastes 4:9-12 NIV

Friends LOVE me CONSISTENTLY.
“A friend loves at all times, and a brother is born for a time of adversity.” Proverbs 17:17 NIV

I Need 8 Vital Types of Friends...

 1. BUILDERS - who are great motivators always pushing me to the finish line.
 2. CHAMPIONS - who stand up for me and what I believe in.
 3. COLLABORATORS - who have similar interests.
 4. COMPANIONS - who are always there for me no matter what the circumstances.
 5. CONNECTORS - bridge builders who help me get what I want.
 6. ENERGIZERS - who lift me up.
 7. MIND OPENERS - who expand my horizons and encourage me to embrace new ideas
     opportunities, cultures, and people.
 8. NAVIGATORS- who give me advice and keep me headed in the right direction.

Friends MAKE me BETTER
“As iron sharpens iron, so one person sharpens another.” Proverbs 27:17 NIV

Friends LOVE too much to LET me be.
“Better is open rebuke than hidden love. Wounds from a friend can be trusted, but an enemy multiplies kisses.” Proverbs 
27:5-6 NIV

So What?
So how can I BE the friend God has designed for me to be? How do we handle TOUGH issues?

4 Questions To Ask In My Friendship Communications
 Is it TRUE?
 Is it KIND?
 Is it HELPFUL?
 Is it CLEAR?

Now What?
I will commit myself to BE WITH and BUILD UP my friends even if and especially when we differ.


